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Abstract 

Buildings are vital to the development of civilization. They are the very first structures created by 

humans, first for shelter, and eventually for enhanced family life and neighborhoods.  These, 

neighborhoods have later become villages and cities, bringing both the added benefits and burdens.  As 

the functionality of buildings increased, so has their cost. Energy use in them has become prohibitive 

with their increasing size. In time they have caused additional environmental concerns, due to their use 

of other resources, including water and materials. Of course, with buildings and cities, the need for 

transportation and logistics has increased significantly, which has further severed the environmental 

concerns. This unsustainable path has eventually yielded rightful discussions about sustainable building 

and sustainable city concepts.  

Naturally, architecture and engineering should be considered in tandem to maximize the benefits of 

buildings. In the process, the elements of nature, such as sun, wind, earth and air, to be used effectively 

to maximize the sustainability of the structures and the living conditions for their residents. The state-of-

the art developments in materials, in sensors and in communication technologies need to be coupled 

with the understanding in passive architecture. This coupling allows the design of smart structures and 

cities where the daily and hourly changes in the external conditions and requirements can be 

accommodated easily in building energy use patterns. This necessitates the implementation of 

integrated and coherent building design principles to have the most significant and the cost-effective 

solutions and the least environmental impact through reduced energy demand, improved water use, 

reduced materials consumption, and adaptation of sustainable materials and fabrication methods.  

In this presentation, an overview of the recent research and application work conducted at the Center 

for Energy, Environment and Economy at Ozyegin University will be discussed. The details of sustainable 

buildings and their extension to sustainable cities will be outlined. An overview of the recent attempts to 

couple the architecture and engineering for the developments of smarter buildings will be listed and 

suggestions for new education methodologies will be provided. Also, the work being conducted under a 

recent collaborative demonstration project, NEED4B, (New Energy Efficiency Demonstration for 

Buildings, with partners from Spain, Turkey, Italy, Belgium and Sweden; www.need4b.eu) will be 

summarized. 
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